In January 2002 UnternehmerTUM GmbH, the centre for entrepreneurship at the TU München, was founded. The company is an independent, non-profit making private limited company and an associated institute of the university. It helps students and scientists at the Technische Universität München develop their business skills in both theory and practice, and supports university innovation and start-up teams to develop their products and business ventures.

Vision
The students and scientists at the TU München practise entrepreneurship: they recognize chances, take on responsibility and realize their ideas in the UnternehmerTUM network.

Mission
We pass on entrepreneurial know-how to the prospective engineers and natural scientists at the TU München, provide the opportunity for exchange of thoughts and information via our network, promote innovations and offer assistance and advice to students preparing to start out on their professional career or form a company.

Long-term Goals
1. Each year 1,000 students and scientists at the TU München learn from us necessary skills to become an entrepreneur or intrapreneur.
2. Our innovation teams generate every year 30 marketable products and services.
3. Each year five growth-oriented start-ups are formed on the strength of the activities of UnternehmerTUM.

In 2005 …
... over 750 students and scientists took advantage of our offer – that is the equivalent of 25% of all TU München graduates in one year.
... 12 innovation teams developed prototypes for products and services at UnternehmerTUM.
... five start-ups were founded with our support.
We are an interdisciplinary team of over 30 members. Our company symbolizes creativity, team spirit, innovation and initiative. We don’t just talk about business skills – we practise them and pass on our knowledge to others. If you would like to know more about UnternehmerTUM or if you would like to support our work, then just contact us under: info@unternehmertum.de—we look forward to hearing from you.
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Basic Financing
The entrepreneur Susanne Klatten supports UnternehmerTUM as a partner and a member of the supervisory board, and it is thanks to her that UnternehmerTUM’s long-term basic financial position is secured.

“I am convinced that our universities can make an important contribution to increasing the number of entrepreneurs in Germany. I hope that my commitment will act as a visible signal for the promotion of a spirit of initiative, enterprise and entrepreneurship. The TU München will give new impulses: a new approach could act as a stimulus towards working together to achieve a new entrepreneurial culture.” (Susanne Klatten)

Corporate Partners
Companies with a corporate spirit of entrepreneurship and a technology emphasis which corresponds to the purpose of UnternehmerTUM, give their active and financial support to our innovation and training programmes.

Our Corporate Partners are, among others:
Altana, Audi, BMW Group, Degussa, E.ON Energie, Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft, gate Garching, Lufthansa, McKinsey&Company

The Benefits for our Corporate Partners

1. Creative Thinkers
Close contact during project work means that up-and-coming academics become early allies of the company.

2. Innovations
Corporate partners commission our innovation teams to develop ideas for new products and services and to make the prototypes. The partners put forward their specific problems and are in a position to guide the development process.

3. Start-ups
We establish contact between our partners and start-up businesses at the TU München that offer customized technological solutions and are also open to corporate participation.
The Driving Force behind Industrial Development

Since its foundation in 1868 the Technische Universität München has served as a vital stimulus to technical progress in Bavaria. As the only technical university it made a decisive contribution to the changeover in Bavaria from a traditional agricultural economy to one of the leading industrial and commercial regions in Europe. The formation of business enterprises played an important role in this process, not only because new jobs were created, but because the newly-formed businesses served as the shortest and most direct route for the transfer of technologies to commerce.

Innovations at the TU München

Famous scientists and engineers from the TU München, such as Carl von Linde, Claude Dornier and Rudolf Diesel have shown how pioneering inventions can be used to create innovative products. Today’s up-and-coming future scientists at the TU München are keeping up this enterprising tradition; every year a large number of innovations and ingenious students manage to make their way from university into commerce.

Entrepreneurship at the TU München

Trade and industry expect more than technical and scientific excellence from newly qualified students starting out on their career – business skills and entrepreneurial thinking is also called for. UnternehmerTUM gives students and graduates the opportunity to acquire the know-how that is vital for them to establish themselves successfully in the world of commerce.

(Prof. Wolfgang A. Herrmann, President of the TU München)

Core competences of the TU München

The Technische Universität München is an internationally recognized research university offering a range of subjects that is unique in Europe. The twelve departments located in Munich, Garching and Weihenstephan achieve first-rate results in natural sciences and engineering, in medicine and life sciences. With 20,000 students, of which 20% are foreigners, 440 professors, and 8,500 staff, the university is one of the largest in Germany. In order to meet the goal of offering the highest standard of university education, students have the opportunity to choose from a wide range of the most diverse courses. The fact that this approach is successful is shown in the national university league tables in which the university can claim top rankings, such as the first place in the FOCUS University Ranking 2005.
The students and post-graduates at the TU München, who number more than 20,000, are gradually introduced to entrepreneurship.

1. Mobilization
While they are still at university, we motivate prospective engineers and natural scientists to acquire the business skills necessary for professional success.

2. Networking
We promote contact between university and industry by organizing numerous forums and round-table discussions with experts which create opportunities for interaction between students and representatives from industry, and for entrepreneurs and scientists.

In our lectures, workshops and seminars students can learn entrepreneurial know-how, can develop their skills in the field of teamwork, communication and presentation, as well as learn to act under their own initiative and responsibility.

3. Qualification
Our innovation projects are based on concrete problems from industry and customers. Interdisciplinary teams of students and scientists aim to find innovative solutions and to design a prototype.

4. Innovations & Prototypes
We support start-up businesses in the establishment of their growth-oriented structures, processes and tools.

5. Start-ups
MOBILIZATION

ATTRACTING YOUNG TALENT

Mobilization of Students
Prospective students are often not aware of the significance of entrepreneurial skills for their professional career. Many of them do not have a basic understanding of economics and their idea of entrepreneurs and managers is frequently biased.

We have developed numerous ways to arouse the awareness of young up-and-coming professionals for all aspects of entrepreneurship and to motivate them: among other things, each semester we distribute to students and scientists of the TU München our manual on entrepreneurial competences, as well as brochures and leaflets, and in addition, we put up posters and video clips throughout the Technische Universität to draw attention to our work and services.

Our road shows on campus give the new students an opportunity to discuss entrepreneurial prospects with our staff and the scholarship students of our Entrepreneurship Programme.

The response speaks for itself: approximately 750 students and scientists at the TU München attend our events each year – and the numbers are rising steadily.

Public Relations
We ensure that our press coverage and public relations activities contribute to the promotion of awareness among the general public for the importance of entrepreneurship, and to the promotion of young people’s enthusiasm for a career as entrepreneurs. We approach universities, the media and people in politics and industry and present to them our range of topics relating to the promotion of innovations and entrepreneurial spirit. At public events and lectures we are able to present the main focus of our work to the general public.

Our latest press releases can be accessed under the press service of our homepage under www.unternehmertum.de. Each year regional and national media publish approximately 100 articles and television reports on UnternehmerTUM and the products and services of our innovation teams.
Recruiting enterprising school students

The idea behind our summer camp was to give young people a chance to learn the significance of business skills for their future careers before they even started at university. The aim is to win over commercially and technically interested school students for the TU München and for UnternehmerTUM. At the summer camp teams of young people have the opportunity to get to know new technologies and to experiment with the construction of prototypes.

Summer camp 2005

How does a wind tunnel work? How is the speed of light measured? And what is the photoelectric effect? These are just some of the questions that 15 technology enthusiasts from the upper grades of schools throughout south Germany tried to find an answer to during our summer camp in 2005, which was held at UnternehmerTUM. For one week during the summer holidays they set up natural science experiments and later made them available in Internet.

Results

The results of this one week were five remote labs, remote-controlled laboratories in Internet that make it possible for anyone who is interested to control the experiments online and contribute to the research. The pilot project was carried out with Prof. Dr. Hans-Jörg Jodl from the University in Kaiserslautern, with Intel GmbH and the Ehrenfeld von Kuenheim Foundation, and was supported by the employers’ association for the metal and electrical industry Gesamtmetall.

Scholarship holders from our Manage & More Entrepreneurship Programme planned and organized the summer camp and were also responsible for looking after the school students; this arrangement gave them a chance to also get first-hand information about studying at the TU München. For David Gunkel from Kempten it was particularly exciting to get an insight into the individual faculties and to work with students, scientists and even professors. The highlight of the summer camp was the successful presentation of the experiments right next to the Einstein Exhibition in the Deutsches Museum in Munich.

“I really enjoyed the summer camp, especially the combination of physical experiments, web design and teamwork.”

(Max Goblirsch, 12th grade)
The UnternehmerTUM Forum
The UnternehmerTUM Forum is held annually in February and is attended by around 500 guests from industry and higher education. This event is the setting for the announcement of the winners of the Munich Business Plan Competition (MBPW) at the TU Munich, as well as for the winners of our innovation competition. The aim is to establish networks between students and business representatives, and between scientists and managers.

Manage&More Forum
During our Manage&More Forum, which we organize each year in July, the participants get to know our Manage&More scholarship students personally. Mentors and promoters of the Manage&More Entrepreneurship Programme have a chance to exchange information and experiences.

Forum for Innovative Small and Medium-Sized Businesses
In order to promote discussion and cooperation between medium-sized businesses and founders of new companies, we introduced, together with berlinpolis, the Forum for Innovative Small and Medium-Sized Businesses. Twice a year politicians and entrepreneurs discuss, among other things, the future of innovation policies. A series of articles is published on the forum.

User Forum
The user forum »Satellite Navigation for Leisure and Tourism« is a syndicate formed as a result of the initiative of the Bavarian Ministry of Economic Affairs to promote the development of mobile location-based applications for leisure and tourism. We organize the event every quarter with the aim of creating networks for representatives from industry, politics, research, and interest groups in the field of satellite navigation, and to boost the development of profitable products and services, and consequently to improve Bavaria’s standing as a centre of industry and commerce for this future market.

Expert Panel - Key Competences
We have introduced a forum of experts to handle the topic of key competences. This is geared to the departments of personnel development and personnel management of our corporate partners and provides for discussion on current issues relating to competence management in industry and higher education. The discussions take place once during each semester in the run-up to the UnternehmerTUM Forum (February) and the Manage&More Forum (July).
A Platform for Information and Communication

- As a student how can I find fellow students to realize a project with?
- Which TUM scientists and graduates want to found a company?
- How do I get background information for the realization of my business idea?

In order to provide the answers to these and other questions relating to entrepreneurship we have set up, together with the faculties of computer science and economics, an internet-based platform for information and communication. The aim is to encourage communication between students, experts, alumni and businessmen who are actively interested in the entrepreneurial network of the TU München. We now have over 1,800 registered members on the Unternehmertum TUM platform from all twelve faculties and from our corporate partners.

Networking

The members of the platform use the project and team service sites to exchange ideas and search for resources. For instance, Christian Effert from the Institute for Machine Tools and Management Science found his team this way for his business plan development, and in the meantime he has become the manager of the company CoPark GmbH which was founded on the basis of this team.

In the project exchange site I presented, among other things, the idea of a navigation system that gives drivers information about free parking spaces. Somebody read this and brought me into contact with a friend of his at the faculty of computer science who had been researching in this field for some time. Together with a student of computer science we compiled a business plan.

(Christian Effert, CoPark GmbH)

We do not only place important information from our business environment on our platform and promote communication between its users, but we also use it for our learning and teaching activities. For instance, the video recordings of our lectures can be accessed via the platform.
QUALIFICATION

We prepare students and post-graduates from the TU München for future challenges in the world of commerce. In our lecture “Innovative Entrepreneurs” we present examples of people who have founded or taken over a company. It is important that future engineers and natural scientists recognize that entrepreneurs are also needed within existing companies.

Founders
Stefan Vilsmeier formed BrainLAB during his first semester of computer science, and is now a successful businessman and has received a number of national and international awards.

“...It is fundamentally important that students have contact with the commercial and social field they will be working in as professionals. Further, we need to promote a spirit of entrepreneurship at all levels if we want to create jobs in Germany on a long-term basis...”
(Stefan Vilsmeier, BrainLAB AG)

Family-owned business
Thomas Horn studied mechanical engineering and went into the management of the family business after his exams in 2003.

“While I was still at school I was interested in engineering, so it was really obvious that I would choose a technical course of study. I know very well that I wasn’t the kind of person to enjoy fiddling with complicated constructions and concentrating just on one specific task. In a small business I have to be very flexible and know that each day brings surprises. What I enjoy doing is selling my solutions to others.”
(Thomas Horn, Gubener Zementformen-und Maschinenfabrik Wolf & Co. GmbH)

Intrapreneurs
Kai Acker is a former student of the TUM Business School and is manager of Süd-Chemie in Indonesia.

“Anyone who wants to be in a position to cope with the challenges they are faced with every day, particularly in a company that operates on an international scale, must be able to think and act as an entrepreneur. I have adopted Christopher Reeve’s motto: ‘Either you decide today in the shallow end of the pool or you go out into the ocean.’”
(Kai Acker, P.T. Süd-Chemie Indonesia)
In close cooperation with our corporate partners and the TUM Business School, we offer a number of lectures and seminars on business know-how, with the application of the acquired knowledge being the focal point. The students formulate their own ideas and present them before experts and the general public.

Innovative Entrepreneurs
In our lecture »Innovative Entrepreneurs« well-known businessmen pass on, on the basis of their own experiences, the knowledge and skills essential to make successful decisions and market innovations in the corporate world. In interdisciplinary projects the course participants discover their own business skills and learn how to make active use of them.

Business Plan Seminars
Those taking part in this seminar develop their own business ideas in teams and analyse the marketability on the basis of customer surveys before presenting their findings in business plans. The aim here is to create successful teams of business founders.

Entrepreneurial Media Competence
Media competence has become an important key qualification for executive staff. In the seminar »Entrepreneurial Media Competence« the participants learn how public relations work functions in companies, how businessmen cope with the media, and the role of public relations for corporate success. The students incorporate their newly acquired knowledge into practical seminars.
HANDBOOK - KEY COMPETENCES

Target-oriented studies
Each year over 5,000 fresh men with university entrance qualifications start a course of study at the TU München. During the four to five years of their studies most of the students fail to develop a clear idea of their later professional career and cannot envisage the challenges they will be faced with when they enter working life. In order to help the students get off to a better start at university, and to assume responsibility for themselves and to be target-oriented, it is important that they put some thought to their career path in good time.

Practical Guidelines
Our Handbook «Key Competences» provides students and school-leavers with guidelines which help them prepare early for the start of their career. The handbook is compiled in cooperation with our corporate partners, who not only help fund the project but also contribute articles from their own specific viewpoint and are also involved in the concept of the book which is regularly revised and distributed to all new students at the beginning of their first year in university.
Creating Values

As part of our support programmes, interdisciplinary university teams carry out innovation projects in cooperation with our corporate partners. The aim is to build prototypes of innovative products and develop innovative services within a relatively short space of time and to test them on the market. The students and doctoral students create an economic increase in value through their project work and the results are marketed with some publicity, with the services of customers and partners being remunerated accordingly. The innovation project can therefore act as the starting point of a business formation.

Conditions

- a clearly defined project aim in one of our key technology sectors
- innovation processes geared to interactive development of innovative products and services
- sole responsibility for independent project management
- a team of three to five students and doctoral students from different disciplines
- duration of three to six months

Requirements to be fulfilled by the Innovation Teams

- development of a prototype or a service designed to solve a customer’s problem
- marketing potential of the product or service
- conducting of market rewards on customer utilization and acceptance

UnternehmerTUM undertakes to

- provide a budget for cost of materials (on average: EUR 3,000)
- provide the infrastructure (office space, software lab, prototype workshop)
- support the project team and offer help in the project management
- assist communication between the project team and the partners
- offer personal coaching of the project members
- provide expert help with the construction of prototypes
One of our key goals is to create marketable products and services with students and scientists from all disciplines of the TU Munich. In order to achieve this goal, we initiate and support numerous innovation projects each year in which interdisciplinary teams find innovative solutions to specific problems and then design the prototypes of their solutions.

Prototypes are so important, because...

- they ensure that suitable questions are asked first of all before answers are found;
- a new idea can be brought into line with technical solutions;
- customer utilization and customer acceptance of an innovative idea can be tested at an early stage of development.

Development of both product and team go hand in hand

As a result of cooperation within our projects, innovative entrepreneurial teams are formed that can gain experience in working with new technologies in the course of the production of prototypes. This process also offers an opportunity to improve the quality of teamwork and to gain an increased awareness and understanding for customer and market requirements.

Prototypes not only win over potential customers, they can convince team members that they are on the right track.
Each half year 20 students and post-graduate students at the TU München are selected for our entrepreneurship programme Manage&More. These students are chosen on account of their personal commitment to their studies, and for the next eighteen months they can participate in seminars, workshops and projects to acquire additional qualifications in management and to prepare themselves for future executive functions. Alongside their university course, these scholarship students gain qualifications in business skills which guarantee them a better starting position in their professional career to help them successfully establish or take over a company later on in life, or to assume positions as intrapreneurs. Our corporate partners provide the scholarship students with a personal mentor to offer guidance and support.

The Manage&More Pyramid Tomorrow’s entrepreneurs can be placed at the top of the Manage&More pyramid. Four important competences which the scholarship students can acquire in the course of the programme are characteristic of entrepreneurs: the ability to recognize chances, to realize innovations, to exploit and utilize resources and to take risks and bear responsibility.

An essential aim of the course is the development of a student’s personality by teaching them key competences such as commitment and reliability, perseverance and the ability to cope with pressure.

On their way to becoming tomorrow’s entrepreneurs, the scholarship students learn the fundamental methods of self-management in practice. In our lectures, seminars and the workshops with our corporate partners, the students learn to see things from the perspective of an entrepreneur and get to know processes, tools and structures for their business careers. In cooperation with the corporate partners, the students develop and market within a short space of time new products and services in innovation projects, and consequently they create economic added value of a commercial kind.

An essential aim of the course is the development of a student’s personality by teaching them key competences such as commitment and reliability, perseverance and the ability to cope with pressure.
INTERNSHIP MOBILE APPLICATIONS

Applied Software Development

For this internship, which is an integral part of computer science studies, we work together with the departments »Computer Science XI and XIII« at the TUM Munich to select computer science students who are especially committed and ambitious. In seminars and workshops with corporate partners such as O2, Microsoft and Sun Microsystems the students broaden their technical knowledge in the field of applied software development for mobile applications, and on the basis of this the students can use their know-how in the realization of projects, and can program market-oriented software applications. A student’s work completed in this time is acknowledged in the form of a credit, and will count towards the diploma in computer science.

Specialized Subjects

During the practical training »Internship Mobile Applications« the computer science students work in teams on realistic problems and develop software solutions for mobile services primarily in the following fields:
- information and communication systems
- mobile commerce systems
- machine-to-machine communication systems

«The UnternehmerTUM programme internship Mobile Applications gives me an in-depth view into the structure and organization of software development projects that goes far beyond the knowledge I would acquire at university. As well as getting support from experts, I also have the necessary freedom to realize my ideas. The close contact with corporate partners during this time is an enormous advantage for my future career.»
(Torge Kummerow, Mobile Applications scholarship holder and computer science student)
Internship New Materials

Advanced Materials Science

The cross-disciplinary master’s degree course »Advanced Materials Science« is the result of cooperation between the TU München, the Ludwig-Maximilians-University in Munich and Augsburg University. It offers outstanding students with bachelor degrees in chemistry, physics, materials management or engineering a university course of the highest standard in the fields of materials technology and nanotechnology.

The emphasis is on synthesis, structure, analytics and functionality of new materials (e.g. optical and magnetic materials, non-structured solids and surfaces, bioinspirable materials). The theoretical description (modeling) is the link between material aspects and functionality. A central idea of the course is the problem-oriented approach which is based particularly on project work.

Entrepreneurial Module

Our internship »New Materials« is the entrepreneurial module for the course AMS. The aim is, on the one hand, to teach soft skills and management know-how, and, on the other hand, to provide practical experience in the realization of business ideas.

The internship comprises a Spring School and industrial training:

In the two-week Spring School the AMS students work in teams to draw up concepts for product ideas relating to customer problems, to further develop these on the basis of customer surveys, and to test their technical feasibility. They report the results in the form of a business plan in which they also prepare the prototype of the product idea. During the following eight-week phase of industrial training they build a prototype for their business idea in our established innovation process.

Innovations & Prototypes

The internship comprises a Spring School and industrial training:

In the two-week Spring School the AMS students work in teams to draw up concepts for product ideas relating to customer problems, to further develop these on the basis of customer surveys, and to test their technical feasibility. They report the results in the form of a business plan in which they also prepare the prototype of the product idea. During the following eight-week phase of industrial training they build a prototype for their business idea in our established innovation process.

Innovations & Prototypes

The internship comprises a Spring School and industrial training:

In the two-week Spring School the AMS students work in teams to draw up concepts for product ideas relating to customer problems, to further develop these on the basis of customer surveys, and to test their technical feasibility. They report the results in the form of a business plan in which they also prepare the prototype of the product idea. During the following eight-week phase of industrial training they build a prototype for their business idea in our established innovation process.
INNOVATION COMPETITION

Promotion of Innovations
In cooperation with corporate partners, we organize innovation competitions. The given topics relate to future-oriented fields of technology and growth markets. The competitions are designed for students and scientists of the TU München who have an idea for an innovative product or service in the relevant field. The winning teams have the chance to realize their project in the form of a prototype or a software solution. In this way, UnternehmerTUM and its corporate partners support the groups in their first steps to successful marketing.

2004: The Networked Car
From the first competition that we organized with BMW Car IT GmbH, the two innovation teams to emerge were Audioray, a mobile audio book service, and BlueID, a virtual car key system.

2005: Car-related Services
140 people in 35 teams participated in the second competition and submitted entries for the topic specified by the BMW Group. The two winning teams were Family Pac and LockIT.

2006: Innovations in Football
Motivated by the World Cup in 2006, "Innovations in Football" was our contribution to help market new products and services relating to football. The competition was supported by our partners Audi, the Bavarian Ministry of Economics Affairs, Infrastructure, Transport and Technology, E.On Energie, the Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft and the Sportkreiswerkstatt, and also included an exhibition in the Deutsches Museum during the World Cup. The four winning teams of our third innovation competition were the focal point of the exhibition: the Deutschland Cocktail, footfood, BestWAY and UnEx.
We support students, researchers and alumni in building up successful ventures as intrapreneurs and as entrepreneurs.

Start-up Workshops
Each year a large number of academic innovation teams from the TU München form business start-ups. All of these groups are faced with similar challenges when it comes to the process of founding a company – for example the composition of the team, the development of a clear common purpose and the strategy for realizing this.

Immediately before or during the formation stage of a business, UnternehmerTUM and Ernst & Young offer the students and scientists the opportunity to attend a workshop series, in which experts are available to discuss vital issues on important subjects related to the formation of a company. During the course of these discussions know-how is passed on, and the teams can discover their potential and join forces towards a common goal.

Establishment of a business
For the targeted promotion of start-ups from the UnternehmerTUM network we are currently developing a seven-pronged support structure:

1. Premises
   In the Garching Technology and Start-up Centre (Garchinger Technologie- und Gründerzentrum [GATE]) office space is available, as well as our InnovationLAB and our machine shop.

2. IT Infrastructure
   Our corporate partners provide start-up teams with access to hardware and software at favourable conditions.

3. Organisation
   With our »Good Business Practices« we help start-ups establish an enterprise with structures, processes and tools that have growth potential.

4. Intellectual Property Rights
   By cooperating with patent attorneys, we can help the start-up teams protect their intellectual property at an early stage and develop optimal strategies for exploitation.

5. Team Development
   We coach academic innovation teams and bring them together with experienced entrepreneurs and marketing specialists.

6. Customers
   With the help of our partner network the first customers are found and the marketing of the products is promoted.

7. Financing
   In addition to the founders’ private funds and Business Angels, a Seed Fund is planned and we help apply for state promotion funds for start-up businesses.
"If you want to build a ship, don’t drum up people to collect wood, and don’t assign them tasks and work, but rather teach them to long for the endless immensity of the sea."

Antoine de Saint-Exupéry